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TRUST AND SURRENDRENCE
— CHAPTER THREE —

M

iro’ann and Lokaii wandered in silence aside the song of a stream, while
Miro’ann nourished in his heart the growth of Trust. And for a while they
sat in deepest rest by the shore, and beheld how the sun and the trees cast
dappled, shimmering light upon the deep-silvern of the water’s surface.
And Miro’ann asked, “o old sage, many are now the days in which I have sought
to nourish the virtue of Trust. But within me there is a child, and he asks with a
voice quivering what it is that must so be Trusted.”
And Lokaii answered, “it is the power of Origin to approach and benefit her
beings from-out the timelessness of her transcendental abode; and so there was
land ere the First arose from the Ancient Seas to breathe the vital air of the trees
and to eat the lustres fruit of green foliage, and like so the sky existed ere the first
crane spread its wings with majesty, and learn the ways of heaven. Embrace this
principle in thine heart, o Miro’ann, and give unto it thy Trust, that the power of
Origin may enter into thee, and bring thy being into divine order.”
“A vital peace is kindled within me,” said Miro’ann.
And Lokaii answered, “in thy Trust thou hast attained serenity, so that now thy life
force may flow more freely, and Origin may bestow upon thee thy true power. And
like the silvern river rests in Surrendrence upon the beds of the earth, so thou must
be unto the bottomless of Origin, that her inexhaustible power may settle deeper
within thee.”

Elucidation
This chapter refers to a very specific aspect of Tao cultivation, namely being
receptive to the harmonizing power of Tao. This harmonizing power ensures that
all facets of existence will be answered in their evolutionary needs, become
synchronized, and will ultimately find functional coherence with one-another,
ensuring life will evolve towards balance and harmony.
Those familiar with physics might have noticed that this chapter poetically speaks
of a theoretical principle in thermodynamics. Some non-mainstream scientists have
observed these synchronized patterns in evolution, leading them to believe that
time does not only move forwards but also backwards, answering the evolutionary
needs of life. These scientists point this out by referring to the fact that when the
first lifeforms started crawling out of the primordial oceans, the land was already
prepared to receive them, for instance with edible vegetation: ... and so there was

land ere the First arose from the Ancient Seas to breathe the vital air of the trees
and to eat the lustres fruit of green foliage ...
It is a fundamental practice of Tao cultivation to connect with this evolutionary
force and become receptive to it.
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Readers Favorite Five-star review by Jon Michael Miller
Reading The Fables of Lokaii: The Heart of the Forgotten Tao by Aviilokín K'shi
has been a unique and challenging experience, perhaps like a child first reading a
holy script, knowing just enough to read the words but not quite able to
comprehend the ideas, but marveling at those ideas nonetheless. This concise book
presents not only an exquisitely composed narrative poem but also its
interpretation. The story is that of a searching lad wandering in a forest and
meeting an older man in white: a sage who teaches the novice as they hike upward
on a mountain, Oriell. The sage instructs the lad to recognize and imbue the true
unity of all things and thus live in Transcendental Empathy. The sage Lokaii
teaches Miro’ann the steps to enlightenment. Each stanza of the entrancing poem is
followed by an “elucidation” in which the poet explains its meaning, indicating
that the poet believes the novice reader will need an explanation. As a reader, I did,
and I was grateful for it.
Before the poem begins, Aviilokin K’shi presents the dedication: “May the case of
discrimination against higher levels of consciousness be recognized.” The work is
filled with elucidations intended to reveal not only the aesthetics but the necessity
of bringing enlightenment to those among us who are receptive to it. Behind the
sublime beauty of his extended poem is the poet’s dismay at the mistreatment of
those who have already mastered the difficult path Lokaii reveals to Miro’ann. The
author compares this discrimination to racism and urges us to recognize and treat it
as such. Sage Lokaii knows of the field of Unity, which is unknown to those who
exist in the “Cities of the Night”, and who persist living in the disarray of their
ignorance of the Tao. The Fables of Lokaii: The Heart of the Forgotten Tao by
Aviilokin K’shi is a haunting introduction to the idea of enlightenment, for which,
if we are wise, we will search in the forest of our ignorance as Miro’ann did. With
the help of a mentor, we too can climb the mountain toward Transcendental
Empathy.
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